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Angry listener protests
UlCNI disc jockey in
Crozier- Williams
by Shannon Stelly
The College Voice
On Wednesday, February 3, a
man objecting to a radio pro-
gram by a homosexual disc
jockey caused a disturbance at
the Crozier-Williams Student
Center before being apprehend-
ed by campus safety.
The man entered Cro shortly
after I:DO looking for the WCNI
office. Doug Shank, '88, who
witnessed much of the incident,
reported that the man was
shouting obscenities and deman-
ding that WCNI "get that homo
off the air." Campus Safety ap-
.prehended him at I :20 as he was
leaving Cro. He was escorted
off campus and if he returns he
could be arrested for trespass-
ing.
The radio program in question
features a disc jockey named
Grippo, who requested that his
full name not be disclosed. He
described the man, whom he met
by chance a few days later, as
"your typical kind of on-the-
edge person."
Although he was fearful at
first and even asked his local
police for protection, Grippo
said that the man apologized to
him and said that he had gotten
upset over the music WeNI
played that day and lost c.mtrol.
• 'I don 't feel any
endangerment," said Grippo.
In fact, he expressed some in-
terest in interviewing the man on
his program, which airs Satur-
day mornings from 6:DO-9:DO.
No one who was at the WCNI
office during the incident was
available for comment, but
Shank, who was next door in the
Student Life office, said that the
man was there for approximate-
ly 10 minutes. According to
Grippo, a general warning was
issued to all Drs, and he was
advised to lock the studio door
during his broadcast. A
peephole has also been installed
as a precautionary measure.
burns a plex room
Thursday llltlrning in a Marshall
h of damage, The student had
fun story next week.
Ad Fontes
Claire MaJthews, dean of admissions
Minority
enrollment
declines
by Liz Michalski
The College Voice
The number of minority
students entering Connecticut
College has dropped after a two
year increase. According to
Claire Matthews, dean of admis-
sions, the percentage of minority
students choosing Conn. in-
creased by two percent in the
1985-86 and 1986-87 school
years, then dropped to slightly
over one percent last year.
In 1984-85, out of an
undergraduate population of
see Minority leaders, p. 6
Controversial hiring of professionals
causes discontent in Theatre Dept.
bey," "I think it is a good decision, it speaks in a
wider way to the community."
Melissa Kaminsky, president of the class of '89,
and active member in the Theatre department, said
•'This is supposed to be a school where we can do
anything, especially in the Theatre Department.
This decision takes away from the student." She
added that clearly Herr, as the director of the play,
has the right to make such decisions, but she
wishes the students would have at least been told.
"It is not something racial, nobody is looking at
color here. It is a wonderful and brilliant idea, it
just should have been presented better," added
Kaminsky.
According to Bruce Marchand, head of Theatre
One, "No one from Theatre One was told about
the decision." Marchand said there is usually
good communication between the students and the
department and this is disappointing. In an at-
tempt to prevent this from happening again, Mar-
chand and Theatre One will be organizing soon to
propose a formal set of guidelines for communica-
tion between directors and students. Marchand
said he hopes this will at least insure discussion on
similar matters arising in the future.
In additionto complaints regarding Herr's tim-
ing of the decision, students are also questioning
the necessity of hiring a professional female ac-
tress. "The Theatre Department is 3/4 female.
see Actress. p. 7
by Doug Shank
Associate Publisher
The Connecticut College Theatre Department
has hired a professional actor and actress to play
the lead roles in the upcoming production of
Eugene O'Neill's "Desire Under The Elms," to
open the 2,3 and 4 of March. This has never been
done before by the Theatre Department here,
which is largely run by and for student actors and
actresses.
The hiring of actor Merwin Goldsmith, to play
the 72 year old "Ephraim Cabot", was discussed
with and agreed to by students in the department
before the beginning of Christmas vacation.
Also being hired is Vicky Tanner, a black ac-
tress, to play the role of "Abbey," the lead female'
role. However, the decision to hire Tanner was
made solely by Linda Herr, the head of the Con-
necticut College Theatre Depanment, over the
Christmas vacation, without student input. Herr's
•decision has been met with considerable discontent
among the students in the Theatre Department.
The hiring of a black actress to play" Abbey,"
which is traditionally a white role, was influenced
by Herr's recent introduction to the Non-
traditional casting Company. Based in New York,
this company casts minority actors and actresses in
traditionally white roles. Said Herr, about her
choice to hire a black actress for the part of "Ab-
•
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SGA votes to change house
president role after
extensive hearings
Final decision to be made this week
by Isabel Thompson
News Editor
People speaking at hearings on the house governance issue held at
Thursday night's S.G.A. meeting revealed a definite need for the
revision of the current system and prompted an overwhelming vote
in favor of some change.
Four housefellows, five former assembly members, and one stu-
dent at large presented their opinions on the role of the house presi-
dent in the dorm and on the two proposals being considered.
The first proposal, presented by the Executive Board of S.G.A.,
suggests a division of the job of house president into two positions,
house chairperson and house senator.
The house senator would serve as the elected dormitory represen-
tative to S.G.A., and would be required to serve on two S.G.A.
committees. The senator would also be responsible for com-
municating all S.G.A. issues and events to the dorm.
In addition, the senator would oversee all the elections for dor-
mitory positions.
The house chairperson would take on the duties of the house finan-
cial manager and the house president's dorm responsibilities, in-
cluding calling and presiding over all house council and dorm
meetings and insuring that S.A.C., intramural, and class represen-
The second proposal. presented for the first time Thursday night
see S.C.A., p. 7
Associ~ue Dean Joan King
Chaplain Search Committee
approaches final decision
Focus
~ pageS
by Isabel Thompson
News Editor
The committee formed to
search for a new chaplain at
Connecticut College has nar-
rowed down the 135 applications
it received and hopes to bring
candidates to visit the campus
soon. A final decision is ex-
pected by the beginning of
April.
Dean Joan King, head of the
committee, said that the commit-
tee is looking for someone "who
can create a vital chapel,
something that is living and is
there .' , The committee hopes to
find a chaplain who will be
responsive to both the longstan-
ding regular needs and the
special needs of the entire col-
lege community.
In order to determine what
those needs were, the committee
Features
Seder interviewr:W"---J
page 6
turned to a questionnaire cir-
culated two years ago which ask-
ed what students wanted from
the office of the chaplain.
"What we found out is that
students want a chaplain who
will address campus concerns
and major human issues, as well
as for worship," said Dean
King. According to the survey,
respondents felt that the chapel
was an important part of the
campus.
Dean King said the committee
is not looking for a particular
type of person. "We don't have
anything too narrow in mind.
We want someone who has zip,
energy, and interest in life in
.general, " she said. However,
the committee would prefer to
hire someone with experience as
a campus minister. In the past,
Connecticut College chaplains
see Chaplain, p. 10
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Faculty and staff respond poorly to DAB
To the Editor:
Connecticut College prides
itself on its supposed strength of
community and the level of in-
teraction which occurs between
students and faculty and ad-
ministrators. The College
which we originally knew was a
College where the distinctions
between members of the college
community were few. The rela-
tionships within the College
represented the proverbial
"family" type atmosphere.
There are many organizations
on campus which attempt to sus-
tain and enrich the level of in-
teraction between members ot
the College community. The
Undergraduate A\umni Board
(UAB) has planned a program
for February 26, 1988, "A Din-
ner for Twelve Strangers,"
designed to introduce students,
faculty, administrators and
alumni to one another and
solidify those bonds Which make
this College such "an intense
and exciting place to learn."
The response from the
Southeastern Connecticut Alum-
ni Association has been over-
whelming. They have called the
idea "fantastic" and will join to
offer eighteen separate dinners
for over two-hundred people.
Students have also responded
with a tremendous amount of en-
thusiasm. Over one-hundred
twenty-five students will par-
ticipate in the program, excited
to meet people who were once
only random faces .in the
academic halls.
Faculty and administrative
response fen far short of expec-
tations. Eleven faculty and
eleven administrators have
positively reponded as of this
printing to the the dinner invita-
tion. From the second floor of
Fanning Hall, the efforts of
UAB were ignored, fielding two
negative replies. Of the
members of Senior Staff, we
received no response -- either
positive or negative -- and essen-
tially, the students' efforts pass-
ed unacknowledged.
At a college like Connecticut,
where the relationship between
the students, faculty and ad-
ministration is supposedly
strong, propaganda is not suffi-
cient. Efforts like those of the
UAB should be taken advantage
of, appreciated, and at the very
least acknowledged. To the
faculty and administrators who
took time to reply, the students
appreciate your consideration
and your energies. To the rest:
your actions cry louder than any
written word.
Sincerely,
Mach Arom
Member, Undergraduate
Alumni Board
June Robison
President, Undergraduate
Alumni Board
Senior protests underclassmen
parking in fire lanes
To the Editor:
I would like to start out by say-
ing that I am a senior, and that I
have no objections to allowing
underclassmen the privilege of
parking on campus during the
.weekends. However, I do feel
that there is a difference between
parking in staff and student
parking and parking in the areas
where fire lanes have been
established. On Tuesday morn-
ing at 5 :30, there was a fire in
Marshall dorm. Honest to
goodness, a real fire. During
the course of the proceedings,
four fire trucks, one police car,
.one fire chiefs car, an am-
bulance and one campus safety
car put in an appearance. Last
weekend, on the western side of
the plex, I noticed that there
were cars parked in a ring
around the small island between
Park and Marshall and on both
sides of the drive leading up to
the dorms as well. If that fire
had occurred over the weekend,
there would have been no room'
for all the emergency vehicles to
maneuver. Fortunately for plex
residents, the fire was small and
occurred on a weekday, when
that area was clear.
It should also be mentioned
that February is only the middle
of winter. Snow storms do still
exist and snow plows cannot ef-
fectively clear areas which are
completely blocked up by cars.
Just imagine what could have
bappened if the fire in Marshall
had been larger, occurred on a
weekend, when all those cars
were there, and it had snowed
the hiahr before. Wake up folks.
Fires do occur on weekends and
they do occur on campus. I
wonder how many people who
woke up during that fire alarm
gave even the slightest thought
to the possibility that there might
actually be a fire in the plex.
I think that some measures
should be taken to prevent peo-
ple from parking in restricted
zones. As I stated earlier, upper
campus is a privilege. Those
fire lanes were put there for a
reason, and while all other rules
may be relaxed on weekends, I
fail to see why people thinR
places which are off limits to
everyone during the week
should be on limits to anyone on
the weekends.
Sincerely,
Alison Shaw, '8&
Clarification
Ellen Hofmeimer Bettmen, '66, was incorrectly identified in the article "Presidential Search Update"
[February 9,1988, page one]. Bertmen is President of the Alumni Association.
"Racism: A personal encounter" by David Steele Ewing [February 9, 1988, page three] was mislabelled
in the text. Works that appear in the Connthought section are considered to be columns.
Please bring all errors to the attention of the Copy Editor, Stuart Hallagan, Box 1351, Connecticut Col-
le e, New London, CT, 06320.
SGANEEDS
REAL REFORM
The S.G.A. Exec. Board proposal for S.G.A. reform is a step in
the right diredion. But it is only one step on a long journey to
S.G.A. ctAtJpeteRCe. Sweeping reform, more meaningful than pro-
posed, is needed to create an effective and purposeful student
government.
The need to create a senator was "discovered" by the S.G.A.
Review Committee four years ago. That committee was composed
ofS.G.A. and non-S.G.A • .membets, with the non-politicos forming
a majouy. And it was that majority which identified S.G.A.'s pro-
blems with its represeQlalion system.
The committee concluded that having legislators elected in each
dorm Willi undemocratic, since, for example, a representative of
Unity (with four residents) had as much weight s the repte'sentative
of Jane Addams (with over 100 residents.) The committee also saw
the lack of accountability. in a legislature were 34 people represent
1600. (fhe whole Senate of the BlU~ of Connecticut O.n!!, has 35
senators.) They identified the problelll tillJed'_by a ,/oter trying to
determine teSpoRSibility for S.G,A. acti()1l or lack of it: who to hold
aecountabIe in a mob posing IIlI a legislature?
The S.G.A, Review eommlttee, citalr esident of
S.G.A., Ann Babcock, l'eCQtllllleRde the Senatorial
system in which legislators would be eI pos-
ed of roughly equal populations. It om-
mendations for the. imptVVetneRt The
only two members of the committee tity
were house presidents. BabcoCk
When the proposal was sent to
it was decimated by that self :inte.
out all the proposals which would h
finances; they also rejeoted, over tlte
dent of S.G.A., the proposals to rati
system.
The. neW scheme proposed by the current Exec. Board, then_ falls
short. It should not be the end of a process of refonn, but lhe.begin-
ning of an effort to dernocratize"S.G.A. Moving sJowly toward the
reforms envisioned by S.G.A:s own Review Committee is not a
lI\lbstitute for swift and effective change. How many mpre. years
must the stUdents suffer from the lack of vision and perverted
inlereSl exhibited by the AssemblY of four years ago?
Founded 1976
David Stuart (Founder)
William F. Walter (Editor-In-Chief Emeritus)
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•CONNTHOUGHT
I won't hop on the
Conn. bandwagon
----~--
by Erlk K. Smith
Before Christmas, having
been accused of practicing the
evils of apathy, I decided to
voice my convictions in the form
of a banner questioning the
legitimacy of Nicaragua's San-
dinista government. Apparently
I aroused the ire of our local
apologists for communism; I
have the distinction of being the
first American attacked by San-
dinistas in the continental United
States. While the banner still
flew proudly in our quadrangle,
my window was egged. Then,
when I returned from break, I
found that all of my decorations
had been tom from my door,
and the craven culprits had left a
terse warning/insult that was ap-
propriately shallow. It was sign-
ed, "Love, the Sandinistas." In
other words, Communists.
There are several things that I
find very significant about this
clandestine vandalism. First, it
is typical of communists to carry
out their cowardly deeds only
when there is little to no
possibility of their being ap-
prehended and held responsible
for their actions. Harassing
those who make their opinions
known is all the more enthralling
without the threat of renumera-
tion. Second, it is evident that
my cause-minded colleagues are
not being truthful in their ad-
monition of those of us not
obsessed with awareness weeks
and rap sessions. If it is apathy
they hate, then my display of
political warning should titillate
them to their knee-jerking cores,
but, of course, communists hate
freedom of expression.
Intolerance of conservative
thought runs rampant on our
campus. Those not espousing
the short-sighted agenda of the
liberal left are labelled bigotted,
sexist, or (horrors!) unaware.
These epithets are useful offen-
sive weapons for those wishing
to employ scare tactics. The fact
is, to paraphrase Barry
Goldwater, cynicism in the
defense of reason is not vice.
Were I to have damaged some
announcement of another impor-
tant S.O.A.R. gathering, I'd
have faced a Judiciary Board
hearing and a littany of sappy
censures from my colleagues.
I challenge the perpetrators of
this insult to come forward and
reveal their identities. I had the
courage to make known my opi-
nion that Soviet expansionism in
Central America is intolerable.
They showed nothing more than
cowardice· and confusion by
sneaking about like the followers
of Marx, Lenin, and Stalin have
been doing for years. I will con-
tinue supporting the ouster of a
totalitarian regime that will
never voluntarily give up its
power and offer Nicaragua free
elections, free speech, and
freedom from Soviet domina-
tion.
Erik Smith is a regular con-
tributer to the College Voice.
Did Seder deceive voters?
by Fernando Espuelas-Asenjo
I ran against Sam Seder in the
S.G.A. presidential election last
year. And I lost. One of the
issues which helped determine
the outcome of that highly emo-
tional campaign was the reform
of S.G.A.
I called for a complete
reorganization of S.G.A., a ra-
tionalization and democratiza-
tion of the student government.
Sam countered with a proposal
of minor changes. He wanted a
cosmetic reform with a shuffling
of titles.
He caned me a radical revolu-
tionary. I called him an
establishment conservative.
Our differences were fun-
damental. Since freshman year,
when we observed S.G.A.
meetings together, we have both
drawn different conclusions
from the same events.
I see a completely inefficient
system which is undemocratic
and overstaffed. It is a system
which cannot adapt to rapidly
changing needs. Moreover, it
consistently fails to garner the
respect of the college communi-
ty -- students, faculty and ad-
minstrators.
In other words, S.G.A. fails
to fulfill its most basic role as a
representative of the students.
And Sam, having sat at those
same meetings, sees the op-
posite. Sam's S.G.A. is one of
competence and ability. He
perceives S.G. A. as the most
respected organization on cam-
pus. He concludes that no
changes, save minor ones, are
needed.
It was surprising, then, to
receive a letter from S.G.A. last
week inviting me to speak in
favor of Sam's new "restructur-
ing plan" of S.G.A.
That the plan shows a marked
similarity to the scheme which
Melvin Luebke, '88, and I pro-
posed to Sam two months before
the election, when it was assum-
ed that Sam was going to run un-
opposed, is interesting. Yes,
Sam's new scheme is different
for it fails to address the accoun-
tability and democratic problems
of S.G.A. Yet, with differences
and all, it remains very similar
to Luebke's and my pro-
posal.
But this is not the time or
place to debate the merits of our
reform scheme versus Sam's
truncated version. The voters
settled that debate when they
elected Sam Seder president.
And that is the point.
Sam Seder ran for president
on an anti-reform platform. He
offered the voters the security of
the status quo against the avalan-
che of uncertainty resulting from
a complete reform of S.G.A.
That Sam's newly proposed
reform is less "radical", to use
his word, than the system I pro-
posed, is irrelevant. It is irrele-
vant because his new proposal
goes well beyond the cosmetic
changes which he embraced dur-
ing our campaign.
This dramatic about-face calls
into question Sam's credibility.
His anti-reform posturing during
the election was just that
-vrhetoric and hot air.
His promise to the voters to
retain the old system and resist
change is now broken.
Like an adroit politician who
promises one thing to get elected
and then does the opposite while
in office, Sam has embraced the
reform position. He has taken
this positon which was anathema
to him during the election
without the slightest hint of self-
contradiction.
The voters, it seems, were
misled by a candidate who called
his opponent's reform plan a
scheme "to create a dictator-
ship." But meanwhile, he was
thinking of co-opting much of
that "dictatorship" plan as his
own -- as soon as he was elected.
Sam and 1 have been friends
since freshman year when we sat
together at S.G.A. meetings.
And politics aside, we will con-
tinue to be friends after they
hand us our diplomas this May.
Part of that friendship has to
do with recognition. We both
recognized, for example, that
his drive to be S.G.A. president
and mine to be Voice publisher
were equally powerful and
.determined. The difference. in
the end, after our paths had
crossed in that election. is a
recognition that I never lied to
become publisher but Sam has
deceived to become president.
Fernando Espuelas-Asenjo is the
Publisher of The College Voice
Publishing Group.
Connecticut College: So close, yet so far ...
by Brooke Bascom
Those of you who live so far
away from Connecticut College
that it is not convenient to drive
here from home will
wholeheartedly agree with me
when I say that Connecticut Col-
lege has to be one of the hardest
places to get to for some. Any
journey to Conn. includes at
.least two legs. With public
transportation being as
unreliable as it is, getting here is
usually a major ordeal. It re-
quires the ingenuity and creativi-
ty of a liberal arts education just
to devise various traveling
methods.
One has many options in get-
ting to Connecticut College. The
way I tried for two years and
have since abandoned is: flying
to New York (LaGuardia), tak-
ing a cab from there to Penn.
Station, taking Amtrak from
New York to New London, and
finally taking a cab from the
train station to school.
The day begins with getting
my parents out of bed at an
ungodly hour so that they may
drive me to my plane in St.
Louis. After an inevitably late
arrival in New York and spen-
ding an eternity waiting for lug-
gage, I find a cab to take me to
Penn. Station. Time spent in a
cab in New York City is inverse-
ly proportional to life expectan-
cy.
The wait in Penn. Station is
usually two hours. I plug into
my Walkrnan as kind of a sound-
track for the antics in Penn. Sta-
tion: bums gathering cigarette
.....
butts, businessmen looking
around skeptically, and men
selling hot watches. When the
train finally arrives, everyone
squeezes down the stairs to the
train platform grunting like a
bunch of fatted pigs being herd-
ed through the sty. The train ride
is slow and the scenery is ugly.
We pass through the dregs of
cities like Stamford, Bridgeport,
and New Haven. When I finally
arrive back at school I feel like I
penetrated into a secret camp.
This was not, however, the
way I began traveling to Conn.
My first experience traveling
here was in the "vomit comets"
servicing the Groton/New Lon-
.don Airport. These little planes
bounce along the coast, swaying
and lurching with every sea
breeze that g.usts into the coast.
It takes a full day to recover
from the nausea and the trauma
of this flight.
So what are the alternatives
for people traveling to Conn.
from far away? We can fly into
Boston and take the train from
there (ooly a two hour ride). But
Boston is by far and away the
most expensive city to travel to
from outside of the East. We can
rely on friends to pick us up
from the Providence airport
but,for me and others like me,
the flight to Providence is not a
direct one. Hartford seems to be
a popular airport with students at
Conn. as it is one of the most ac-
cessible from school. However,
there are no direct bus or train
routes to Hartford. Once again,
we must rely on the convenience
of someone else's schedule and
their good nature to give us a
ride.
So, you see, our options are
many, but unsatisfactory. We
are in the unique situation of be-
ing close to several cities that are
very convenient to get to from
home. On the other hand, it is
not convenient to get to school
from there. Sadly, we are not far
enough away to have our own
major service. So close, yet so
far. .
Brooke Bascom is a columnist
for the Coliege Voice.
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Kistner believes that drug en-
forcement is not solely ~ the
police's responsiblity. "Drugs
from .my standpoint are a public
- health issue, and require a coor-
dinated effort with education and
prevention by a number of peo-
ple, " said. Kistner in a recent in-
terview . in The Day.
Kistner also felt that the
department must develop a com-
puter system. "We're way
behind cities of our size across
the nation. We run on informa-
tion and we can't be effective
unless we can take the informa-
tion we get and use it ap-
propriately," said Kistner. The
department has since looked into
equipment and software and has
made recommendations accor-
dingly to the City Manager.
."
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London Police
Depart
b:r Nancy Gruskin
l'i.L. Focus Associate Editor
There's a new police chief in
New London. He's young, and
he's got his own ideas on reme-
dying the problems in the
department.
On November 9, Richard A.
Kistner, 39, took the oath as
New London's fourteenth police
ch\ef. Kistner, corning from his
horne in Edmond, Ok\ahoma,
replaced police chief Donald R.
Sloan.
Kistner was fired, after less
than three months, in Edmond
due to a political disagreement.
Prior to that, Kistner was a
police chief for five and a half
years in Liberal, Kansas and
four and a half years in New
Lebanon, Ohio. Altogether,
Kistner has a total of 17 years of
police experience.
Kistner feels one of his rnam
ent
Richard Kistner, police chief of New London
Kistner added that this wasn't
always the case in previous
years. "I think a police chief
has to set a level of expectations
that everyone else can follow, to
know what's going on around
. them, and to be sensitive to the
community," said Kistner.
Although a departmental
reorganization plan was his
priority project, 'Kistner had to
deal with some important issues
that were on his desk right from
day one, "I walked into the
middle of a labor contract that
had reached an impasse and was
in a mediation and arbitration
stage," said Kistner, who was a
negotiator in his first police job
in Fairborn, Ohio.
Kistner also faced a budget
that needed to be completed for
the year 1987-88. "I had to
spend a lot of time getting
familiar with the financial pro-
cess here, deciding what kind of
shape we were in, and trying to
develop a reasonable budget for
the next fiscal year," said
Kistner.
"It includes issues that relate
to the problems related to San-
chez and Santiago. Such as how
do we screen new police of-
ficers, how do we handle inter-
nal management and interanl
discipline problems," added
Kistner, The City Manager, C.
Francis Driscoll, has received a
copy of Kistner's organization
plan and the City Council should
be discussing it on a meeting
planned for February 16.
Continuing drug problems in
the New London area also con-
cern the new police chief.
Wake 'N' Bake
Spring Break
Negril, Jamaica
$479.00 1-800-426-7710
Discount on Groups
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Business· Casual· Formal· Some Vintage
!j2 PRICE SALE IN PROGRESS
40 RI. 32 (5 min. north of college) TEL. 444-2703
Open Monday-Saturday 10-5
Thursday Nite till 7
priorities in New London is to
reorganize the department itself.
He feels that a lack of organiza-
tion and a number of intra-
departmental disciplinary pro-
blems, including the recent ar-
rests of Detective John Satiago
and Officer Jesus Sanchez on
drug charges, have resulted in a
lack of "community
confidence. "
"I think the public needs to
see tnat when tnese kinds of
issues arise, we will attack them
vigorously," said Kistner.
"There are two rules that I laid
down to our department's com-
manders. One, I demand ab-
solute personal integrity. It has
to be top notch. I will not
negotiate on an issue of integri-
ty.
Secondly, everybody should
treat the public no bener or no
worse than they themselves
would want to be treated."
.........................
Kanzler says 'Expert~'
key for City COUllcil
by NIIIICY Gruskin
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comes to New
"I feel that one has to work.
themselves into city govern-
ment, but you have to work at
something so you can gain ex-
perience,'. says newly elected
Mayor CanneliDa C. Kanzler.
Besides being mayor of NeW
London, Kanzler also holds the
full time position of Executive
Drr~tor of the &Nm~tt
Connecticut Hearing and Speech
Center, in Norwich. "My job,
however, is flexible enough so
that I'm able to do the council
and mayoral work for the city,
pI as what I do up [in
Norwich)," said Kanzler.
Kanzler is also Vice-President
of the Connecticut Community
Care state board that serves the
frail elderly. Prior to serving on
the New London City Council,
Kanzler served on the Board of
Finance and chaired the Board
of Water and Pollution Control
Authority.
This is not Kanzler's first time
as mayor either. She was last
mayor in 1985 and is going on
her fifth yeartotal serving on the
City Council. "I have helm 11
v'llunteer at something ~11my
life. I've been involved in
politics since age 19,', said
Kanzler.
"I feel that one has to
work themselves into
city government, but
you have to work
at something so
you can gain
experience. "
Kanzler feels this kind of ex-
perience is necessary to run the
day-to:day operation of a city; a
necessity that may be lacking in
this year's newly elected City
Council. "[The City COuncil]'s
not a training ground. You have
1
ertise
lot of
are
tthey
to go
r.
felt
might
city's
the
s to
ted by
ded.
'two party
nestly felt
a change. I
se, thechange,
me feel that
ught that this
was not something they wanted
and decided to change-it," said
Kanzler.
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by Thorn Pozen
Editor-in-Chtef
Relativism has invaded our
minds. according to Allan
Bloom, in his recently publish-
ed, stinging criticism of the state
of American youth and their
higher educational system, The
Closing of the American Mind.
Today, all cultures and ideas are
given the same weight, at least
in principle, and that has spelled
the end of the traditional
Humanities-based Liberal Arts
education, and that worries
Bloom, and many others.
In his article, "What Has
Happened to the Humanities,"
published in 1984 in the Connec-
ticut College Alumni Magazine,
Associate Professor of Italian
Robert E. Proctor says that "the
original Humanities are dead,
and we have found nothing to
replace them." Proctor points to
the increasingly specialized
nature of the academic
disciplines as the major cause of
the current disunity in the col-
lege curriculum.
President of Connecticut Col-
lege Oakes Ames, however,
does not share either Bloom's or
Proctor's pessimism .. He said
that "it is right that students
have a choice" today in what
they study. He said, "We want
students to explore different
areas [disciplines] because
they're curious ... because they
want to."
Ames, admitting that he has
not read all of Bloom's book,
feels that Bloom is preaching
"educational fundamentalism;"
that he is "yearning for a more
simple time." Ames said, "We
live in a pluralistic world now,
and there are no easy answers."
Bloom also harshly criticizes
the current state of popular
culture. Rock music, he says,
SGA Brief
Space designer looking at how Cro is use
OffICer Reports: Quentin Nason, SAC chairman space designer is on campus looking at how Cro is
encouraged dorms to elect King and Queen for the used, and also looking into what is going to be
February 20 Mardi Gras. Kings and Queens will done with the old admissions building and Unity
be expected to be in costume. Also there will be House.
three comedy nights beginning February IS.
Sam Seder, President, asked that smoke alarms
in dorm rooms not be taken down. The Campus
Safety Alert System has been approved and will be
implemented in tbe next week os so. The forum
On the Divestment issue has been moved up to
6:00 on Monday 2/15 so that trustees may attend.
A committee has been formed to 1001< into the SCE
proposal. The committee will be chaired by Dean
Brown and student positions will be voted on at
next week's SOA meeting.
Old Business: Hearings were held on the house
governance issue. Greg Gigliotti, '88 and Bill
Bartel '88 offered an alternate proposal to the
Senator/Chairperson proposal which calls for a
House president and Vice president. Four
bousefellows, five fonner assembly members, and
one student at-large provided their opinions on the
two proposals. Debate and discussion will be held
during next week's meeting. Carla Monroe,
Public Relations Director, motioned to vote on the
need for a change. The motion passed.
Comn1IItee Reports: The South African Sam Seder emphasized the need for a ~ lUr-
~Iagbip Fund Ball Was a sue<:esJ, $IZOO - lIOUl fur die referend!IAI VClllI
~, " l!!l!~~No~ ~
Juanita Castro planned for
February 24, Cesar Chavez for
March 2, and American Pictures
for April 19. There are also ten-
tative plans for a survivor of the
holocaust.
"We increased our cultural
events budget quite a bit this
year, because speakers like this
cost," said Nason. Nason was
able to cut down on some of the
costs through contacts that he
had from Miami, Florida, and
through donations from other
organizations on campus.
Speaking about the theme of
this series, Nason said, "Human
rights is the all-encompassing
focus, but then it is going to be
more specific to [the speakers']
own experiences. For example,
Juanita Castro will talk about
human rights, and then maybe
she will go on to talk about the
situation in Cuba. Cesar Chavez
will talk about human rights, and
then maybe about migrant
workers' rights, and how they're
working out. And maybe about
the rights of the consumer. "
Nason continued, '" was
given a list of names of people
that we could possibly bring,
and the main thing that I tried to
do was get as broad a
background as possible. I tried
to encompass everything I
could. Iwanted world figures, I
'wanted some big name
speakers."
"It's current events, it's
something that everyone is liv-
ing through today. It's
something that students read
about but will never reaJly grasp
until they see it in person," said
Nason.
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Human Rights series
detailed by SAC
by Amanda Halhaway
Features Editor
Through this semester,
students will see the names of
such notables as Juanita Castro -
Fidel Castro's sister, Cesar
Chavez, a program called
American Pictures, and other in-
triguing speakers. These are all
speakers who are being brought
to the Connect.icut College cam-
pus as part of the Human Rights
Mini-Series, sponsored by the
College's Student Activities
Council (S.A.C.).
The program was inaugurated
by Ambassador Armando
Valladares, who spoke on
December 4 about his ex-
perience as a political prisoner
in Cuba and, consequently,
about dictatorships in general.
As Quentin Nason, '88,
S.A.C.'s chairman, said, "This
is an opportunity to learn what
you can't learn in the
classroom. OJ
This mini-series is part of
.S.A.C.'s and S.G.A.'s efforts to
increase cultural events on this
campus. "Culturai events have
.been growing more and more
throughout the year, and as
alcohol is de-ernphas ized ,
something like cultural events
are picking up," said Nason.
"I wanted to connect all the
cultural events under one
heading, and I thought of the
Human Rights Mini-Series,
because human rights is
something which applies to
everybody. "
S.A.C. plans to bring approx-
imately five or six speakers to
the campus for this series this
semester. They already have
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Club of the Week
Society Organized
Against Racism
------=---
by Amanda Hathaway
Features Editor
Society Organized Against
Racism (SOAR) "came about
because students were being op-
pressed in a college setting;
SOAR came about because there
was no committment from the
administration and from the
general student body to minority
students," said Les Williams,
'88, who has been a member for
the four years that it has existed
on this campus
"SOAR is a student group,
it's a student led group," con-
tinued Williams, "It has no pro-
fessionals involved. We are
learning as much as we are try-
"ing to track. "
SOAR developed as a result of
what Williams sees as an "entire
need for awareness," since the
minority students who attended
Connecticut College did not feel
that they were being fairly
represented. "We decided that
pressure needed to be put on the
administration for a more
diverse representation in terms
of the curriculum here, of
minority faculty, more money
for the Unity programming
here, and for workshops for the
faculty, so that· they could
understand where the black
.students were coming from,"
said Williams.
At first, SOAR was unsuc-
cessful in it's attempts to do this,
and it was not until after the Fan-
ning Takeover, in May, 1986,
that SOAR attained the strength
that it still holds today, on this
campus. SOAR began as a
vessel for change, which it
achieved with the Takeover,
since then it has become a body
which mainly concerns itself
with overseeing that the ad-
ministration implements the
changes agreed on in May 1986,
and that it develops extensive
aw~eness programs,
SOAR now spends its
meetings "planning events for
the rest of the year: other social
awareness type events, and get-
ting input form the other
members of the group," said
Williams. He went on to say,
.. At least one meeting every
three weeks, we do a program'
on some issue on racial pre-
judice. We've had meetings
with the Gay/Straight/Bi-
Alliance, to discuss what they
face on this campus." mpus. "'.
Williams explained that
SOAR feels that it still "has a
very long way to go." He said,
"People don't think that they are
racially prejudiced for the most
part, but they don't really care to
know about other people, other
than themselves ... The problem
that SOAR fac<;\ right now is to
SU SOAR on page 6 )
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1Sam Seder discusses reevaluation of House
~
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~ Thr folJo'lt.'ing interview ·;rh Sam Seder,
~ tMpnsidmr...rS.G.A nscorrdw:kdby
~ VJa Thorn POlLn.
•~
Q: One of the things that came
up last year in your campaign
was the issue that some people
saw a broad need for change in
the en/ire structure of S.G.A.,
and you didn " agree with that.
Does this House President
restructuring represent a change
in your position?
A: No, actually this proposal
is virtually the same as what I
was talking about last year.
Everything is in relation to
everything else. Other ideas that
were floating around during my
campaign that Fernando
[Espuelas-Asenjo, '88, who ran
against Seder) had introduced
were to actually pull the Senator
(House President) out of the
dorm and have them elected by
regions, to cut down on the
numbers. And, what I proposed
at the time was not to pull them
out of the donn, but to relieve
them of the responsibilities of
the dorm, and still allow them to
be connected to the dorm. So 10-
day's proposal is essentially the
same proposal. It looks a little
more change-oriented because
it's in relation to a proposal
which calls for less change,
whereas last year, it was in rela-
tion to a proposal that called for
more change.
Q: What are the problems that
these current proposals are ad-
dressing?
A: I'm not sure that the pro-
posals [to change the position of
House President] are in response
to a specific problem. Over the see the House President as hav- A: Like any position on this
course of the years it has just ing another role as someone who campus, the time committment
been a question of has [sic] the sits on the [S.G.A.] Assembly, depends on how much time the
House President been as effec- does committee work, and is a individual is willing to put into
tive as he could be. And, that's campus-wide leader, and will it. I think that there is a con-
what we're really debating now. deal with campus-wide policy siderable amount of time that
People agree now that the [job of issues. goes into being a House Presi-
the] House President isn't as ef- And, what has inevitably hap- dent. I don't think the problem is
fecnve as it could be. It is pened is that, although there are . that there is too much work to be
basically because over the exceptions to this, you're talking done by one person, but there
course of years, people are about two distinct types of posi- are two distinct types of jobs,
beginning to see that because of tions, and different people tend and those jobs are so distinct,
Minority leaders question level of
comi • ued from p. I commitment of administration
1585 students, the minority Action existed, yet feels it and dleton. "The population should
population was 35 students; in the Admissions recruiting pro- be diverse enough so that there
1986-87, out of 1634 grams "dovetail nicely." is almost forced interaction,"
undergraduates, 110 were The Admissions office is mak- said .Middleton.
minority students, and in ing it a point to establish con- Middleton has found that
1987-88 out of 1604 tacts in secondary schools with many students are unsatisfied
undergr;duates, 117 were high minority populations, yet with the College's level of com-
minorities. not necessarily with strong mitment to change. She cites
Matthews sees decl ining records of sending students On to lack of minority faculty role
minority enrollment as syrup- higher education. models, the indecision over what
tornatic of a larger social Conn. has joined a consortium to do with Unity House, and
problem-the lack of quality of colleges concerned about the lack of an ethno-curriculum as
elementary and secondary level problems of minorities and examples which are mentioned
educations. HI don't believe the higher education. Issues such as to her by students "over and
answer to this is necessarily recruiting minority faculty over."
more aggressive recruiting," members are discussed. Rosado agrees, "The College
said Matthews. Lisa Middleton, intern at Uni- is generally trying to make
Erik Rosado, '88, former ty House on campus and advisor changes, but they're being very
president of Connecticut Col- to S.O.A.R., V.M.O.J.A., careful, not rushing into it. They
lege's La Unidad, disagrees. Asia, and La Unidad, said that don't Want to accept unqualified
"There are qualified students while Conn. has made a commit- students and lower standards."
out there, but Conn. has to seek ment to change, in some aspects When asked whether S13n-
them out," he said. the commitment is not at the dards are more lenient for
According to Matthews, no level it should be. minorities applying from such
new recruiting programs have Middleton stated that she feels schools, Matthews pointed out
been instituted since the Affir- that Conn. students are being that such students are often high
mative Action Plan went into ef- cheated out of a complete educa- achievers within the school.
feet this year. She pointed out tion. Such an education would "The question is, are they are as
that the number of minorities at include interaction with people prepared as a student who comes
Conn. had increased the past from different ethnic from a more academically
three years before Affirmative backgrounds, according to Mid- see Minorityf'tJ.l(e /0
Sam Seder. president of SGA
the nature of the position, and to enjoy different halves [sic] of
the amount of work that is in- those two roles. Some will enjoy
valved in the position, one of being in the dorm more, some
their two roles suffers. will enjoy the work they do in
Q: You see the House Presi- the Assembly more. It's a bad
dent as having two distinct marriage. So, I wouldn't
roles? necessarily call it a problem, but
A: Yes, I see [him or her] as there are things that we see that
having two specific roles: one is can be improved. And that's
in the donn, more programmatic what we're trying to deal with.
responsibility, making sure the Q: How much of a time com-
S.A.C. Reps are working up to mittment do you see the position
their potential, calling the dorm of House President occupying
meetings, calling the House for a student, as it stands right
Council meetings. And then I -now?
"[ don 'r think the problem is that there is too much work
to be done by one person, but there are two distinct types
of jobs , .. "
you really need a different type
of person for each of them. So, I
think it's not so much a tune
committment as the type of work
that's being done. .
And, another aspect that's
very difficult for anyone to
understand is that there is a
burden when you're responsible
for so many things in a dorm;
it's an intangible that really
wears on a person. You may not
have to spend a significant
amount of time dealing with that
burden, but it's there; you're
responsible.
Q: Do you think thot S, G.A. is
running efficiently now?
A: These proposals won't
change the structure of S.G.A.
fundamentally; I think that both
proposals will help in the dorms.
And, what I think it will do
. campus-wide is it will allow the
House Presidents to really focus
on the issues; allow them to do a
lot of homework on the issues;
encourage them to get more
aware about what's going on on
campus, more aware what the
issues are; and work more in-
tensely on their committee
work. Efficiency is a bad word
when you're talking about
government. I thittk the pro-
posals will help make Assembly
people more knowledgeable
about the issues; we'll find
more, we'll be more productive.
Q: Why is that?
A: The House Presidents will
have more time to beat the
bushes for the issues, and to
really find things that the Stu-
dent Government can address.
They're not going to feel
Governance
burdened by doing dorm Work
which might be a turn"ff for
them. And, I think expectations
will rise of that person because
he will have more time to get
things done.
Q: Don't many of those issues
come from the dorm that the pro-
posed changes would remove the
House President from being ac-
tively involved in?
A: As a House President Ilast
year) I didn't get the feeling that
the way that Iwas connected to
my dorm was through running
House Council meetings; it
carne from interacting with the
people 24 hours a day, and my
discussions with people in the
halls, and in their rooms. So I
don't think 'it disconnects them
that way. And, I don't think that
the issues come, per se, from the
dorm; they come from your dai-
ly life, your eating with people,
things come up.
Q: Do you feel thot you would
be able to get good quality peo-
ple to fill this donn role of the
House President?
A: We aren't adding -another
person to the structure, we're
just asking the Dorm Financial
Manager to take on a little more
responsibility. So, I'd say yes.
And, I think this came up last
year, I think for a lot of people
the turn-off of being a House
President is having to go to
Assembly meetings, and prepar-
ing issues, and sitting on com-
mittees. But, for others, the
<turn-off is dealing with dorm
social programs. I think people
enjoy different things. So, I
think there are going to be peo-
ple out there.
SOAR explored
ROOM FOR RENT: Female preferred. Close
to Mr. G's. 442·6974. "Leave Message"
continued from page 5
reach out to the people who
.might be on the margins, and get
them to just listen for a while. "
"I think," Williams con-
tinued, "that America as a
whole doesn't feel that it is
racially prejudiced - but the facts
are there, and it is. People
should accept that fact, and
come out, try to see what's hap-
pening, try to listen a little bit
more, try to be a little more
aware of the diversity that exists
within America." .
Williams feels that SOAR put
, a focus on minority issues and
got people to listen to what
minorities are saying. "It was
forced to both learn and teach,
because no one was wilIing to do
it. And that is where the un-
. fairness of the situation, and yet
the beauty of SOAR comes
out. "
SOAR has often received
criticism, however as Williams
said, "People take stabs at
SOAR, but SOAR has been
strong enough to withstand so
far, for three years. And, with
the continued committment, and
with the focus on issues that
SOAR stands for, I think SOAR
-will be able to stand for a
while. "
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Concerns over current house governance Actress hired ~
continued from D. J ::system raised IOnS G A This is a problem," said Mar- through;" She made !he final .::
• •• chand, "because this is the only decision over the vacation and "€
lockers disagreed, saying that real role for a female to play." look auditions for the position in ~
the Senator would be forced to David Fending, a junior New York, where Tanner was ;-:
interact with dormitory hired. "..~Theatre Major who is playing _
members because of their "Peter Cabot" in the production Herr is aware that this deci- ~
responsibilities to bring S.G.A. said, "I feel for the females. sian limits the possibilities for ~
issues to the dormitory. The male role is understandable, student actresses, and added that
Cohen described the Senator's it makes the play more real, but "Landscape of the Body," an
connection with the dormitory as the female actress is not upcoming producrion.. was
a "special link." necessary. It takes a good posi- chosen for its number of good
Liz Schroeder, '88, tion away from the females. " female roles. This is in order 1O
housefellow of Plaot, who spoke According to Herr, "Some make up for "Desire Under The
in favor of the second proposal, things are artistic decisions Elms" lack of female roles.
said the possibility of two versus made by the director, that is the The artistic decision made by
one situations occurring if the business. It is important that Herr is tainted by the manner
first proposal was implemented. directors have the right to do and time in which it was made,
This would be a situation in this. Student directors have but she hopes this will not over-
which two of the dormitory enormous freedom, which they shadow the message this role is
leaders were in conflict with the should. For example, one stu- presenting to the community.
other one. Schroder said that the dent is searching local high "Most importantly, to Herr said,
jobs were clear on paper, but schools for a 14 year old to play "I do not want the wider context
that when personalities were in- a part in an upcoming produc- of this decision to be missed. I
valved. problems could arise. tion." think in the wider context it is a
"The political air doesn't Herr also said that she was on- positive thing for the college, I
work in the dorm; we should ly considering the idea of hiring don't want the students and the
strive for a more personal at- a black actress to play "Abbey" community to miss this."
rnosphere;" said Schroeder. before the Christmas vacation, A protest of the production
Another question that was she had not yet made a final was considered by Theatre One
raised repeatedly throughout the decision. When the idea was and other students involved, but
course of the evening was that of still in its formation stages, Herr it was decided this would not be
status and prestige. Many indirectly presented the idea to beneficial. According to Mar-
Assembly members questioned the black community on campus chand a protest would cause un-
whether the Chairperson and the and received no response from needed friction. "It is just un-
Vice President would be viewed' potential black student actresses. fortunate it happened this way
as having less power and Herr said, "I opened the door to and we want to try and prevent it
authority that the other posi- the colored community on cam- from happening again", said
tions, pus and no one walked Marchand.
There was also concern that k~;~;~;~;;;;~;;;;=~============
few students would be interested
in taking on these jobs as the
jobs might be viewed as less im-
portant than the S.G .A. related
positions.
Jason Kamm, '88, former
Assembly member, said' that
recruiting people for these posi-
tions would not be a problem
because some students would
prefer handling dormitory
responsibilities.
The two proposals will be for-
mally debated and discussed at
next week's S.G.A. meeting.
The meeting will be held on
Wednesday night aod will begin
at 6:45.
continued from p. J
by assembly members Greg
Gigliotti, '88, and BIll Bartel,
'88, calls for !he addition of a
vice president in the dormitories
and a redefinition of the house
president's role. The house
president would be the S.G .A.
representative for the dormitory,
and would be responsible for
keeping the. dormitory informed
of all S.G.A. issues and ac-
tivities.
The house president would
also call and preside over all
house council meetings and
would oversee dormitory elec-
tions. The vice president would
be nominated by the president
and voted on by dormitory
members.
Self-nominations would also
be accepted for the positioo. The
vice president would be respon-
sible for the collection of dorm
dues and for making regular
financial reports to the dor-
mitory .
The vice president would also
supervise S.A.C. and class
representatives and publish a
dorm newsletter.
According to the
housefellows' statements, the
current house governance
system has been the cause of
conflict in some dormitories.
Keo Jockers,'88, housefellow of
Addams, described the frustra-
tions involved in the jobs of
housefellow and house presi-
dent.
These frustrations, he said,
stem from unclear job descrip-
tions and the amount of work
and responsibility those jobs de-
mand.
Dan Gitterrnan , '88,
housefellow of Windham, said
that a grey area exists between
the defined duties of
housefellow and house presi-
dent.
Warreo Cohea, '89, former
assembly member, said that the
main issue was efficiency.
Cohen said that the old structure
did not work because the house
president did not pay enough at-
tention to the S.G.A. role.
Rather than the reactive
assembly that Cohen said he
worked with, he would like to
see a proactive assembly.
. However, he does not see the
possibility of a proactive
assembly developiog under the
current system.
While the consensus of the
assembly was in favor of the
change for whatever reason, not
all those speaking at the
assembly agreed on which pro-
posal should be accepted.
Concern was raised over the
possible alienation of the House
Senator called for in the first
proposal. Since the Senator's
primary duties would be with
S.G.A., some S.G.A. members
. felt that the Senator would oat
have the opportunity to interact
with dormitory members.
No Matter How Big Your Appetite is ...
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and Seafood.
Or a cold pitcher of beer.
All you can eat nights!
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EARN YOUR CREDITS
ABROAD.
The Coilege Consortium for International Studies,
CCIS, is composed of 170 American Universilies and
Colleges. The CCIS offers 17 semester and year long
study abroad programs.
Accredited Programs • e-ffordable programs
Financial Aid Available
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Marianna Gatje, '88, and Ian Johnson, '89, rest between dances at
last Saturday's South African Scholarship fundraising ball.
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~Mystic Disk:
by Todd Weyman
The College voee
Review, The MYSTic Disc
A first time visitor to the
Mystic Disc record store will
undoubtedly be startled by its
uniqueness. From original
Filmore West posters to live
Grateful Dead and U2 concert
tapes, this unusual store has all
the products that you'll never
find at a trendy record shop in a
mall somewhere.
Another thing you probably
won't encounter at Record
World or the Wiz is the at-
mosphere generated by Dan
Cur/and, owner and co-founder
of the Mystic Disc. Curland's
awareness of "hot" social and
political topics is apparent not
only in his dialogue, but
throughout his establishment.
For instance. he remembered
an incident when a guy came to
his store in search of a Queen
record; furiously Curland told
the astonished customer that
Queen records ought to be
smashed. The uninformed shop-
p."r did not know that Queen had
performed at South Africa's Sun
City club, despite the fact that
many of their fellow. musicians
refused to play in this country,
plagued by racial injustiee.
Predominantly, the Mystic
Disc stocks records and tapes by
bands who originated in the
1960's, like the Grateful Dead,
Neil Young, Bob Dylan and the
Band. Additionally, one will
find music by groups of this
decade who's political. under-
tones owe obvious debts to those
of their precursors, such as U2,
REM, or the Dead Kennedy's.
The store has a fine selection of
tapes culled from live perfor-
the album store alternative
mances by the Grateful Dead,
CS, eil Young, U2, Elvis
Costello, Bruce Springsteen,
Bob Dylan, and others. There
are also many used records in
stock at Curland's store.
However. there is a lack of
"non-used" tapes and records at
the Mystic Disc. The reason for
this, Slated Curland, is that
musicians and bands do not want
to pay nine dollars for a brand
new album or tape containing
only one song that they are lear-
ning. Instead, he rationalized, a
person can buy the same record
used, which is often in good
shape, for half the money.
Originally, the collection,
trading, and sale of used records
was the driving force that caused
Curland to found the store with
his one-time partner WaH Mat-
thews. They were musicians
and good friends in 1971' when
they figured out one part of a
solution to the paradox that
many musicians face: trying to
forge out a musical career and
simultaneously keep their bank
accounts above zero. Thus, the
store caters to musicians and
music fans alike.
Unlike many record stores in
which the employees cause
customers to feel as though they
are being watched over like a
thief, the relaxed atmostphere at
Curland's shop is exceptionally
enjoyable. If the attitudes and
ideas that made the 1960's such
a peace-loving decade are alive
anywhere, they might be found
at the' Mystic Disc. Unfor-
tunately, this store would be bet-
ter situated on the comer of
Haight and Ashbury streets in
San Francisco some twenty
years ago, than on Main Street
in downtown Mystic in the
1980's. Somehow it seems out
of place, centered in such an
ultimate-conservative, New
England town.
Texas Narrations opens
New London, CT-- Senior Art
History major, Rena Minar, a
native of Houston, Texas, will
curate a special two-week art ex-
hibit entitled "Texas Narra-
tions," to open February 21, in
Manwaring Gallery at Cumm-
ings Arts Center. The exhibit
will spotlight three contem-
porary Texas artists: painter
Derek Boshier, sculptor James
Drake, and photographer Nic
Nicosia.
The show, part of Minar's
senior honors thesis, under the
i!direction of Associate Professorof Art History Barbara Zabel,
required the cooperation of the
artists and The Texas Gallery in
Houston.
Boshier is noted for his large
scale oil paintings, frequently
portraying a caustic tone.
Drake, from El Paso, is
known for working with rough-
hewn welded pieces of metal.
Nicosia, living in Dallas, most
often works with large-format
cibachrome photographs within
humourous settings of .suburban
life.
The exhibit will run through
March 11.
Three area bands rock Conn. Cave
by Anton Maiko
The College Voice'
Review: Concert, Reducers,
Scruffy the Cat and Crawlspace,
Connecticut College.
February sixth's concert spon-
sored by WCNI brought New
London bands Crawlspace and
The Reducers along with
Boston's Scruffy the Cat to Con-
necticut College's Conn. Cave.
Given the burden of opening a
Connecticut College concert,
Crawlspace lost a majority of its
audience to nachos and other in-
dulgences outside. But enough
local loyalists remained to enjoy
New .London's own flesh and
blood. By 9:30, most of Cro's
crowd converged through the
three-dollar door, hungry for
The Reducers.
Drummer Trombley, caught
by Campus Security at the door,
was forced to put his Beck's
dark in a plastic cup before the
band could reach the stage, but
even that pathetic welcome
couldn't quell their energy.
Led by lead guitarist Hugh
Birdsall, son of Conn. 's
American History professor,
The Reducers raised the
claustrophobic roof of the Cave.
Birdsall had maniacal command
of his solos, and his intense
drive shined most notably on
"How'd Your Mamma Let You
Get Like This," which he also
sang. "Halfway through it, I
realized my tongue was hanging
out," commented one
sophomore.
Most people could not say
they knew Scruffy the Cat's
music prior to this concert.
Thanks to a press-release and
their latest album, Tiny Days, I
was ready. Released last year,
Tiny Days immediately remind-
ed me of the Del Fuegos, fellow
Bostonians.
They also had a latent Berry-
Bo Diddly thing. Songs like
"Shadow Boy" and "M Y Fate
Was Sealed With A Kiss" had
tight rhythm and organization.
On the album, they avoid enhan-
cing all-too-common drum and
guitar soloing with personal
creativity.
Scruffy's live performance
rectified this deficiency of their
album. Fredette expanded the
horizons of ·such songs as
"Momma Killed Hate" and
"Hello Angel" on his Gibson
lead, bringing a smile to my
face. Bassist MacPaul Stanfield
kept his stone-faced composure
even when three Coastie up-
perclassmen started bashing
some unlucky Conn. faces.
This concert belonged to The
Reducers. At least they caught
the crowd between its "Let's get
loud" and "Let's get sick"
phases.
It's time to get some jumbo,
well-known bands at Conn. And
please, don't tell me we're too
small. Even Trinity lands some
big fish. Let's stop wasting time.
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Brother Blue, a man who believes tha.t the key to changing
the world is found in storytelling, will be coming to Conn on
February 23.
Oh, that Voice
O'Connor is captivating
ing "Troy," the album drags.
Luckily, the funky, sexy "I
Want Your (Hand On Me),"
sounding like a response to, dare
I say it, George Michael's "I
Want Your Sex," follows. All
becomes solemn again in
"Drink Before the War." Here,
O'Connor chides her Yuppie
contemporaries who feel so
secure from the threat of war:
And your parents paid you
through
-You've got a nice big car,
nothing bothers you ...
But listen to the man in the
liquor store
Yelling, 'Hey, anybody
want a drink before
the war?'
by Glenn Dynner
The College Voice
Review: Sinead O'Connor,
The Lion and the Cobra.
If you are intrigued with the
"new music" movement, yet
despairing of the constant REM
and U-2 sound-alikes, perhaps
Sinead O'Connor's The Lion
and the Cobra is for you. She is
Irish, but her music resembles
U-2 only in its power and hones-
ty.
.O'Connor is, at once, sen-
sitive and tough; her sound is in-
novative and breathtaking. Here
is a folksy record tinged with
synthesizers and toughened-up
by O'Connor's leathery voice.
Oh, that voice.
"Jackie," the chilling opener'
in which O'Connor laments the
loss of her lover, is like a cry in
the cold night. O'Connor's raw
voice is nakedly exposed until
the. music grows and grows to
pulsating accompaniment. The
songs that follow, "Mandinka"
and "Jerusalem," are more
upbeat rock, over which O'Con-
nor beautifully wails. She has a
way of following the melody
line and then defiantly dipping to
a flat key, giving each song a
bluesy edge. Unfortunately,
O'Connor occasionally overuses
this techniqe. Toward the mid-
dle of the album this overuse is
quite apparent, but O'Connor's
structural and lyrical innova-
tions rescue each successive
song.
"Just Like You Said ItWould
Be," with its folksy guitars, is
like a toughened up Suzanne
Vega; and "Never Get Old,"
with its echoing background
voices, is like a toughened up
Laurie Anderson. But both,
despite their influences, are
stricti O'Connor's wn. Dur-
DINO'S PIZZA
Family Pizza Restaurant
203 Jefferson Avenue
New London. CT 443-3231
*Free Delivery*
Free Soda Tuesdays
Grinders. Pasta. Salads
7 Days 11 a m > 1 am.r---------------------,
I DlNO' S PIZZA 75' Off Medium Pizza I
I COUPON suo Off Large Pizza IL .
'~O>Connoris ••. in-
novative and
breathtaktng . ,. a
folksjrecord tinge'd
with synthesizers and
t(Jughened up by
O'Connor'« leathery
voice. "
The album closes with "Just
Call Me Joe," a slow ballad
laden with guitar feed-back. It
feels like a hot, muggy summer
afternoon and leaves you crav-
ing for the winter-like "Jackie"
again ..
Twenty-year-old O'Connor
produced The Lion and the
Cobra herself and wrote or co-
wrote every song. She is a ray of
hope in the stagnating music
world because she dares to be
different. Her album sleeve
assures us that, with the faith of
God, "You will tread upon the
lion and the cobra." By creating
this album, O'Connor is true to
that assertion.
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"Hey! You wanna kick me? Go ahead! C'mon.
tough guy! Cat got your tongue? Maybe he
took your wy,ole brain! ... C'rnonl Kick me!"
In the absence of
the stri'king union
characters, Bloom County
management officials
will be temporarily
providing the day's
waggish entertainment.
Today: Mr. Will J.
Knudson, Asst. Director
of Accounting
, "l • r
~, ,_ ..
As a young colt, Mr. Ed was offen sent
to the hall tor speaking out 0' turn.
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ACROSS 37 Make lace
38 Turkish Ilag
40 Muse 01 poetry
42 Note of scale
43 Sully
45 Nonprofessional
47 Rocky hill
49loc:ttion
50 Plots
54 Water wheel
57 Garden tool
58 Aromatic herb
60 Sick
61 Shade tree
62 Famed
63 Piece out
The
Weekly
Crossword
Puzzle
1 Dance step
4 Member 01 deer
lamily
9 Japanese sash
12Cloth measure
13 Sign 01 zodiac
14 Pale
15 Pigpens
17 Missives
19 Tropical fruit
21 Brown kiwi
22 Gill
25 Malay canoes
29 French article
30 Characteristic
32 Hindu garment
33 Organ 01
hearing
35 Heavenly bodies
12"1
Rocking the anthropological world, a second
"lucy" is discovered in southern Uganda.Where beef jerky comes from
9 8e in debt
10 Prohibit
11 Those holding
otnce
16 mrecncn
18 Sailors: ccuoo.
20 Related on
mother's side
22 Entreaties
23 Domain
24 Crown
26 Gram
27 Babvloman
abode of dead
28 Hindu gUitar
31 Enghsh
streetcars
34 Female rull
36 Fouled
39 Partner
4 1German king
44 CItizen of Rome
46 Uncanny
48 City trI :'.j<>vada
50 That woman
51 Mountam pass
52 Dress border
53 Pose for portrau
55 Kind
56 Sudsy brew
59 Compass oomt
DOWN 4 Experts
5 Either
6 lubricate
7 Prophet
8 Bar legally
1 Footlike part
2 In music. high
3 Skid
"'Nell, look who's excited to see you
back from being d<><:lawed:'
COLlEGE PIlESS SERVICE
..
SPORTS
Men's
Squash
11
~ continud from p. 12
i "It was a neat comeback."a Forbes and number one seed
~ Nick Stark agreed that the top
~ half of the ladder for CONN was
not playing mentally tough
enough to win their matches. AJI
top five players lost except for
Paul Harris ('91), who won his
match at position number four.
"II was the best I have played
so far," Harris said. "My match
was crucial I and the pressure
made me pick up my level of
play. But most importantly, the
team came away with a win."
Forbes called the comeback
win against Trinity "3 real
motivator." -and the Camels us-
ed this motivation to carry them
to a 9-0 clobbering of Clark last
Wednesday,
"Clark is very young and in-
experienced even more so than
we are, but the win was still
significant because we let many
of our less experienced people
play," Nichols said. "Guys like
Geoff Wagg('89) and Nick
Robins ('90) played well and
with a lot of heart: "
(
•
Second in Nation
by Jonathon S. Pudney
The College Voice
The Connecticut College Sail-
ing Team has eamed a number
two ranking in the nation by
Sailing World magazine for the
second month in a row.
The lone team ahead of
CONN was Old Dominion
University of Norfolk,
Va:, which has held the top spot
for three straight months.
CONN Coach Torn Merola
welcomed the news of the high
ranking, and said that it reflects
the efforts and talent of the
whole team.
Merola also said that CONN
must start preparing now for the
top spot which could be decided
at the Nationals in San Francisco
at the end of the semester.
Before the Nationals, CONN
will sail in many major regattas
this spring, including the Na-
tional qualifiers. Only four
teams from New England out of
a possible 43 will qualify.
All spring, CONN sailors will
be sharpening their skills at
some 52 regattas.
Some of CONN's top sailors
began preparing for the busy
spring schedule, by practicing
and racing in Florida over
winter break.
"The winter training was very
useful," James Appel ('89) said.
"We had fun sailing and learn-
ing, without the pressures of col-
lege work and competition. It
also kept us even with the
southern teams who sail year
round. "
Many of the "CONN sailors
have already begun sailing in
the freezing waters of the
Thames, wearing special equip-
ment to keep them warm.
The fall half ofthe season was
certainly the most successful one
ever for CONN. The team
marked its seventh year as a var-
sity sport by capturing two New
England Championships, while
being ranked in the top five all
season.
The spring promises to be
every bit as tough and exciting
for the team.
Chaplain
continued from p 1
have taught Classes through the
Religion department, but Dean
King said that the committee is
not looking specifically for so-
meone who can teach. The com-
mittee is considering both men
and women for the position.
In an effort to make the chapel
more responsive to student
needs the chaplain's job has
recently undergone some revi-
sion. The position of chaplain is
now a 2/3 time job. The other
1/3 time is devoted to serving
. the more specific needs of either
Protestant, Catholic, or Jewish
students, depending on the
denomination of the chaplain.
The chaplain coordinates two
associate chaplains who cover
the two remaining denomina-
tions. Father Laurence LaPointe
is currently serving as the in-
terim chaplain of the College.
Rabbi Neal. Scheindlin and
Lynne Holdin are the associate
cbJiplains.
, Breast self-examination is easy, takesonly a few minutes and can be per-
formed in the privacy of your own
home. It's an important way you can
detect early and highly curable breast
cancer.
Taiv. control of your body and your life.
Make breast self-examination a part of
your monthly routine. And see your
doctor regularly for clinical exams and
advice on mammography.
For a free pamphlet about breast self-
examination, call your local American
Cancer Society.
We're here [Q help.
IAMERICAN
f~·
Charlie Forbes, co-captain of the Men's Squash Team
THE PHILADELPHIA INSTITUTE
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On the one hand they appear to
be trying, but change is hard to
corne by, and they really don't
seem to understand the depth of
commitment they have to
make," said Middleton.
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continued from p. 6
oriented school. We try to
discover how ready the student
is to take on the rigors of
Conn.," said Matthews, adding
that the whole subject of stan-
dards can become "muddy.'
Middleton said that students
are doing as much as they can to
bring about change, that it is
now up to the administration.
"It's time for the administration
HOTDOB STOWE .
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SPORTS
Men's Basketball: Kevin Bellavance ('89)
Intramural Update
by Kior-. N. _
_ CaIop Voice
MFC contmued its A-Ieague basketball onsIaUsJIIlast week witb
IWO ~ victories, against Public Enemy Number I (85-59), and
tile B8rking Tree Spiders (6S-SO). MFC is IIIIdefeaIed in three
games .
.l! "They [MFC] are led by a balanced offense and ~:' league
"5 rommissiooer Burke LaClair ('88) said.
~ MJ:C guard Mark AIessandri ('90) agrees.
___ »--r " "Everybody reboundS and everybody scores," Alessandri said.
~ Over lhe lWo-game streICh, AIessandri and Jim Borah ('88) led tile
.~ A-league powerhouse in scoring with 37 and 38 points, respectively.
~ A1essandri and Borah are currently third and munh leadingF scorers in the league. Teammates Billy Dwyer ('88) and· Tima Killenberg ('88) are also in tile top-10 with 33 points apiece.r::~::::::~==",J~ Tied for second place in the league with records of 2-1 are the
Squids, the Rhinos, and Public Enemy Number I.
The Squids spIil a pair this week with a last-second vicotry over
BTS (57-55), and a close 70-68 double overtime loss 10 Public
Enemy Number I.
J... ior Steve Frieder and senio{ John Bogaty led the Squids of-
fense, ~ith 28 and 25 points, respectively over the two game>.
Pubhc Enemy Number Ialso spIil a pair this week. losing 10 MFC
and edging the Squids.
After losing its first game, the Rhinos tallied two wins-'a forfeit
victory over the Alumni, and a sound pouncing of the Larry's
(63-34).
Junior Pat Violette (17 points) and LaClair (16 points) sparked tile
Rhinos offense. .
Tbe Alumni, the Cbamberlains, and BTS are all 1-2, while tile
Larry's are stuck in the cellar. siill looking for its first victory.
"We come to play and we come 10 win." Larry's Liam Russell
('90) said. "Though we haven't won yet. we're having fun."
• • •
Intramural player of the week is Mark Alessaqdri of MFC. His 37
points over the last two games have sparked the first place team.
"His three point abilities are devastating," laClair said of
Alessandri, who has nailed six three pointers so far this season.
Honorable mention goes 10 senior Terrice Powell, who has paced
second place Public Enemy Number I, averaging 30 poin'" a game.
Men's hoop: Five straight wins
help chances for post-season play
by Gregory Long
The Oellege-Voice
The Connecticut College
Men's Basketball Team has just
completed the most grueling
three weeks of play it has faced
in recent history. As the dust set-
tles, CONN has won five
straight and has pushed its
record to 9-5.
The Camels are also riding
high on their last two wins, in-
cluding a come-from-behind
thriller over Williams, 84-82;
and an offensive barrage over
Western New England, 94-82.
However, CONN isn 't ready
to rest on its laurels yet.
"The Bowdoin and Colby
games [2113, 2114] are really
big," Assistant Coach Jerry
Paul said. "If we sweep' here
and then beat M.I.T.[2117], we
can tie the school record for con-
secutive wins, and be in good
position for a post-season bid."
Paul emphasizes the roles of
both the seniors and the bench as
key factors in CONN's future.
"This is it, as far as the
seniors are concerned," Paul
said. "The kind of leadership
and experience a Dave Schner or
a Scott Sawyer gives to us can't
be measured."
"As for our bench, they really
don 't understand how good they
are. Sasha Lazor ['88] and Mar-
ty Joyce ['88] give us quality
minutes day in and day out.
Bill Brewer ['89] had a super
defensive game against Western
New England. Everyone con-
tributes; it's as simple as that."
While CONN looks to the two
weekend games against its
Maine opponents, last Wednes-
day's win over Western New
England certainly should not be
overlooked.
Center Dave Blair ('89)
scored a personal best 29 points,
and' recorded five rebounds and
two blocked shots.
Sawyer added 22 points,
shooting seven of eight from the
free-throw line--a second home
to CONN's leading scorer.
The game also featured
CONN shooting an impressive
64· percent -from the field.
If CONN can continue its win-
ning ways against Bowdoin and
Colby, look for the Camels to be
honing their skills for post-
season play.
Women's squash team plays in Howe Cup
by Beth McKiernan
The College Voice
'Lack of court experience pro-"
ved to be the a1balross around
the neck of the Women's Squash
Team once again last week. The
Camels dropped four matches
(and picked up one) at Yale's
Howe Cup, and were swept by
powerhouse Trinity later in the
week.
At the Howe Cup, the three-
day national .intercollegiate
squash tournament, CONN's
lone win came against aver-
ford College of Pennsylvania.
CONN did not playas well as
Coach Sheryl Yeary had. ex-
pected, which Yeary partially at-
tributed to "tournament ner-
vousness. "
"Being in that atmosphere
was exciting, " Yeary said J • 'but
it put pressure on some, which I
hadn't anticipated."
Despite the team's losses,
there were some positive out-
comes at the tourney, including
the strong individual perfor-
mances of seniors Sandy Pfaff
and Lynne Tapper, playing at
the number four and seven spots
respectively.
In addition, according to
Yeary, the team "learned a lot
about the amount of physical and
mental endurance necessary" in
this type of tournament.
"When you play back-to-hack
matches [as in the Howe Cup],"
Yeary said, "you can look at a
weakness and immediately have
a chance to correct it. " .
Unfortunately for CONN, the
corrections were not enough to
win even a game against Trinity.
According to Yeary, her team
was "outmatched."
Going into the match, the first
year Camels had no expectations
of winning. since Trinity is one
of the strongest teams in the
country (Trinity placed second
in the top division of the Howe
Cup). CONN looked on this
match as yet another chance to
improve .its game.
"It was good experience,"
Tapper said. "We were forced
to think and make the right deci-
sions. "
Despite the fact that !be team
has won only two matches this
season, Tapper said that the
squad's morale remains high,
and the players have nol become
discouraged .
According to Yeary, the
team's status is at a point where
the players have already made a
major improvement from the
beginner's level, and now must
have more match .experience in
order to reach the next level of
their game.
STUDY IN EUROPE
The Universily of Louvain (est. 1425), Leuven, Belguim offers
Complete programmes in Philosophy for the
degrees of B.A.. M.A.. and Ph.D plus
a junior year abroad programme .........
All courses are in English fiJi" \
Tuition is 14,500 Belgium Franks (:l: $250) i ;ijjj, i
Write to: SecretaryEnOI.iShP.rogrammes . ~ ~ j
Karainaal MetC18l1Jtein2. B-3CXXlLeuven. BelgIum \~~
~to-~".
K.U. Leuven
Women Swimmers sDJit2."
Leniart makes Nationals
by KeDy Bernier
The CoDege Voice
With a 68-54 loss to Trinity on
February 6 and a 128-85 win
over Westfield State on
February 10, the Connecticut
College Women's Swim Team's
record stands af3-6.
Despite the Camels' inability
to boast a winning record,
Coach Cliff Larrabee said that
the team members are Hswimm-
ing better than they have ever
swum in the history of the
team."
With six New England
qualifiers and a National
qualifier, the squad cannot be
said to be lacking in the talent
department. Rather, the squad's
problem stems from its
numbers.
"We just do not have the
depth," Larrabee admits.
Larrabee called the Camels
performance against Trinity
"one of their finest swimming
days ever."
CONN had a total of seven
first-place finishes and a total of
nine times that were good
enough to qualify for the New
England Championships.
Sheila Leniart ('89) captured
(he spotlight when she swam the
loO-yard freestyle in :54.37, not-
ching a first place finish and
qualifying for the Nationals.
Leniart remained in the
spotlight during the rest of the
meet, as she won both the
SO-yard (:25.6) and 200-yard
freestyle (2:00.36), bettering
her own school records.
Co-captain Karen DiLisio
('89), who was studying away
last semester, turned in an
outstanding effort and qualified
for the New Englands in the
50-yard backstroke (:32.44),
placing second behind teammate
Brenda Baker ('91), who clock-
ed a :30.66.
CONN swam well against
Westfield State, with Leniart,
Baker. and freshman Anne
Traer once again qualifying for
the New Englands in additional
events.
Leniart qualified in the
5Q.-yard butterfly; Baker in the
lOO-yard butterfly; and Traer in
the 50-yard backstroke.
Sophomore Amanda Geller
had an impressive two meets.
knocking almost 30 seconds off
her 500-yard freestyle time in
each meet. Her personal best
now stands at 6:39.
'!Amanda has been working
hard, and it's been paying off,"
Larrabee said. "That's enough
to make you pleased."
Larrabee sympathizes with
freshman Nancy Northrop, who
began the season with injuries.
"I wish the season was longer
for her. She has just begun with
her improvement."
Northrop placed third against
Westfield State in the 50-yard
butterfly, and fourth against
both Trinity and westfield State
in the 100-yard freestyle, clock-
ing a 1:04.45 and a 1:04.99,
respectively.
.,
-
-• • •
'CONN's men's swim team
10M its meet with Trinity last
Saturday. For more details, see
next week's issue.
Men's hockey wins three more
Unbeaten streak hits ten games
by Jalius Cn.broniowia
IDd Rich Komarow
111< College Voice
The Connecticut College
Men's Hockey Team's last loss
was against U.Conn. on
December 9. Last Thursday,
CONN faced off against the'
Huskies. and weren 't about to
lose this time around.
Riding a nine-game unbeaten
streak, the Camels were deter-
mined not to see their streak: end
at the hands of the Huskies. And
CONN rose to the occasion,
pulling out a 9-6 victory.
Leading the assault for the
Camels was junior center Mike
Moccia, who registered one goal
and three assists, breaking
CONN's all-time scoring record
with a total of 146 points. The
previous mark of 144 points was
held by Nigel Bentley ('82).
"It was nice to see Moccia
break the record," Head Coach
Doug Roberts said. "J was
wondering if the record was
bothering him. I'm glad that part
is out of his mind, 3IJd we can
concentrate on winning the
whole thing, which has always
been Mike's goal."
Entering the game, CONN's
biggest concern was trying to
slow down U.Corm.'s high-
scoring forward Todd Krygier.
"We were really concerned
with Todd Krygier," Roberts'
said. "He had three goals; we
weren't really able to corral
him. "
Nevertheless, CONN's
overall balanced attack was just
too much for the Huskies to han-
dle, as the Camels received
goals from freshman Doug
Roberts Jr. (2), Geoff Schaefer
('90), Jim Brown ('89), Randy
Berner ('88), and freshmen
Mark Chase and Chris Clark.
Roberts was very pleased with
his team's effort.
"It was a good feeling,"
Roberts said. "It does a good
job on our psyche going into
their rink and coming out with a
win."
Earlier in the week, CONN
kept its unbeaten streak alive by
rolling over Iona and Western
by Marc LaPlace
Sports Editor
Ihe Connecticut College Men's and Women's Track Teams have
been training and competing indoors since early December in
preparation for the upcoming spring outdoor track season. Both
teams have been working out at the Coast Guard Academy's indoor
facilities; and the women's team has entered three indoor meets,
while the men have participated in one.
According to NED BISHOP, women's track coach, the indoor,
training is a way to tune up for the more competitive spring events.
"By running in the indoor events, it's a way for some of the run-
ners to get the jitters out, and get some meet experience before we
start the outdoor season."
The CONN runners will begin official team practices for the out-
door season on Monday, February 15.
• • •
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK: Junior MIKE MOCCIA of the
men's hockey team became CONN's all-time leading scorer this
week. See story on this page.
Honorable Mention: LYNNE TAPPER ('88) of the women's
squash team had a 6-2 overall record going into the Trinity match.
She was 4-1 at the Howe Cup.
New England.
Against Iona, CONN jumped
out to a quick 2-0 advantage in
the first period on goals from
Brown and Chase,
This lead was short-lived as
Iona struck back to knot the
game at 3-3 in the second
period. With six seconds left in
the period, the Camels' Brown
was hammered into the boards,
resulting in a concussion for the
star defenseman.
CONN responded by scoring
four goals in the decisive third
period.
"It [Brown's concussion]
shook us up," Robert said. "We
came out in the third period, and
within about three minutes
scored three goals."
CONN's other victory was an
I 1-3 crushing of Western New
England. This game provided
Roberts with the opportunity to
give some of his players more
ice time.
"It was a pretty easy win for
us," Roberts said. "Bill Messer
['91], John Papamechail ['89],
and Don White ['89] played
well. "
Scoring two goals apiece for
the Camels were Papamechail
and freshman Rand PecknoId.
Senior Tim Buono, who in-
jured his knee in the Wesleyan
game, is back skating. Roberts
would \ike to see his winger get
some action in Saturday's (2/13)
contest against Tufts. preparing
him for Tuesday's showdown
with trinity.
"He's [Buono] shooting for
the Trinity game but he needs to
get back into condition,"
Roberts said. "If I can just get
him out on the power play on
Saturday, I'll be happy."
Men's
Squash
Wins Two
by James J. Saunders
The College Voice
The Connecticut College
Men's Squash Team had an ex-
cellent week, knocking off rival
Trinity College and upstarting
Clark University. .
The win against Trinity was
especially sweet as CONN
engineered an impressive com-
eback. The win against Clark
was less thrilling, but just as
sweet, with CONN steam rolling
to a 9-D victory.
Co-captains Jon Nichols ('89)
and Charlie Forbes ('90) were
impressed with the win against
the Bantams of Trinity. Both.
agreed that "the interesting
thing about this match was that
the bottom half of our ladder
won the match for us. ,..
"We were losing [1-4] going
into the final four matches, when
our sixth through ninth seeded
players--Pat Fischoeder ['90],
John Nesbitt ['90], John Bums
['88], and Nick Robbins
['90]--exploded, giving us an in-
tense [5-4] victory," Forbes
said.
"Our bottom four guys really
surprised Trinity by playing
toug.h squash;" Nichols said.
see Men's Squash, p. 10
Womens's Basketball: Pam Mitchell ('90)
Women's Basketball
Eyes NIAC Tourney
by Eric A. Stern
The College Voice
What had in mid-January
seemed out of reach is now in
striking distance as the Connec-
ticut College Women's Basket-
ball Team begins to eye the post-
season NIAC tournament. The
Camels will now play with new
courage after having scored two
impressive wins this past week,
at Williams and at home against
Wesleyan.
The team is at .500 for the
f rst time since December 1.
After easing to their seventh vic-
tory, 78-56, over the Wesleyan
Cardinals last Tuesday, the
Camels begin an uphill surge in
their quest for a NIAC berth.
"We've climbed back into a
position now where we can talk
about it," said Coach Bill Lessig
after the Wesleyan win. "If we
continue to play this way, we'll
be there,"
Against Wesleyan, Beth
McKiernan ('88) led all scorers
with I6 points, and pulled down
10 rebounds. McKiernan saw
the victory as a possible turning
point in a rocky season.
"We're obviously on a roll,"
McKiernan said. "By getting to
.500, a weight has been lifted."
For the 20th game in a row,
Wendy Merk ('89) was in dou-
ble figures in rebounding with
13. 10 in the second );lalf. Going
into the Wesleyan game, Merk
was averaging 16.9 boards per
game, the nation's highest. In
the previous game at Williams,
Merk grabbed 20.
"The Williams game was a
very big win," Merk said.
"They were 12-2, and we halted
their seven game win streak. "
And her rebounding?
"It spurs me on," Merk said.
Pam Mitchell ('90) and Lynn
Elliot ('91) were the difference
in the two big victories.
In the two games, Mitchell,
the team's leading shot blocker,
averaged live blocks, 15 points,
and 8.5 rebounds. She, too, sees
these two wins as the season's
turning point.
"We're just starting to realize
that we have a chance to make
the NIAC's," Mitchell said.
"Now we know we can play like
that [Williams game] all the
. time."
Point guard Elliot did a little
of everything and did it well,
She averaged 10.5 points, with
5.5 assists and 7.5 rebounds.
Against Wesleyan, she lead an
effective fast break, making a
number of impressive moves to
the basket.
"Lynn," said her coach, "has
really started to show that she
can lead the team out there. "
At halftime of the Wesleyan
game, the Camels went into the
locker room with a 17 point lead
that never dwindled in the se-
cond half.
Freshman A.J. DeRoo, who
against Williams played under
par (four points), got back into
rhythm against Wesleyan and
scored 13 points. She remains
the Camels leading scorer with a
13.9 average.
A good indication of the
Camels new momentum is that
for the first time this season,
Lessig played everyone in the
victory over the Cardinals.
Reserve guard Laurie Clark
('9 I) was perfect from the free
throw line, and finished with silt
points overall.
At .500 and with six games
left, how many of those six the
Camels will need to win to
qualify for the NlAC's will de-
pend on the success of such
NIAC teams as williams.
"We're taking one game at a
time, but we know we have to
win every one," said reboun-
ding sensation Merk.
Merk and her teammates will
look to crack the .500 mark for
the first time this season on
Saturday (2/13) when they host
Bowdoin.
